
 

 

Old Handwriting Styles 

 

The Gothic handwriting style was in use in Western and Central Europe as well as in the Nordic countries up to 

the beginning of the 16th century. Typical of the Gothic handwriting style were vertical lines and angular 

forms. It had developed to an indistinct style and was difficult to read. At the end of the 15th century a new 

style, the neogothic or German style, developed in Germany.  

In Italy a new style developed in the 15th century as a result of admiration of the ancient times. The humanists 

during the Renaissance considered the Gothic writing as barbaric and developed a new style using old Roman 

models. The humanistic or Latin writing gradually replaced the Gothic writing in Southern and Western 

Europe, but the German writing was still used in German language areas and in the Nordic countries.  

In Germany and the Nordic countries texts written in the Latin language, as well as names of individuals, were 

often printed in the humanistic style. The humanistic style replaced the German style in the Nordic countries in 

the beginning of the 19th century, but in Germany it was in use until the beginning of the 20th century.  

The German style changed in accordance with the general trends of styles. Schools for clerks, as well as guides 

published by the teachers of the schools, had an influence on the handwriting style. At the end of the 17th 

century the German style was preserved for over 200 years, although the style never was uniform during that 

period of time. Typical of the German handwriting style was to separate the last shank from the next letter with 

a redundant loop. This was how the letters a, g, q, r, v, w and y were usually treated. Sometimes the letters b, l 

and t also received a redundant loop.  

Some letters were often especially marked to distinguish them from other letters. A curved line generally was 

added above the letters u, v and w. The letter y usually had two dots over it looking like the combination ij. The 

shaft of the letter y normally was slanted to the left while j in the combination ij was nearly vertical. In common 

combinations the letters sometimes had a different appearance. Such combinations are ff, fft, sk, ss (sz 

originally) and st. During the 17th century, the first t in double t combinations was very often written extremely 

low while the second t was written higher.  

The use of capital letters and lower case letters fluctuated. Usually the size of a letter is the only distinguishing 

feature and it is difficult to know which one was used.  

 

Examples of different handwriting styles:  
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